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Abstract. Smart structures leverage intelligent structural health monitoring (SHM) sys-
tems, which comprise sensors and processing units deployed to transform sensor data 
into decisions. Faulty sensors may compromise the reliability of SHM systems, causing 
data corruption, data loss, and erroneous judgment of structural conditions. Fault diag-
nosis (FD) of SHM systems encompasses the detection, isolation, identification, and 
accommodation of sensor faults, aiming to ensure the reliability of SHM systems. Typ-
ically, FD is based on “analytical redundancy”, utilizing correlated sensor data inherent 
to the SHM system. However, most analytical redundancy FD approaches neglect the 
fault identification step and are tailored to specific types of sensor data. In this chapter, 
an analytical redundancy FD approach for SHM systems is presented, coupling meth-
ods for processing any type of sensor data and two machine learning (ML) techniques, 
(i) an ML regression algorithm, used for fault detection, fault isolation, and fault ac-
commodation, and (ii) an ML classification algorithm, used for fault identification. The 
FD approach is validated using an artificial neural network as ML regression algorithm 
and a convolutional neural network as ML classification algorithm. Validation is per-
formed through a real-world SHM system in operation at a railway bridge. The results 
demonstrate the suitability of the FD approach for ensuring reliable SHM systems. 
 
Keywords: Structural health monitoring (SHM), fault diagnosis (FD), machine learn-
ing (ML), artificial neural network (ANN), convolutional neural network (CNN), signal 
processing, wavelet transform. 

1 Introduction 

Structural health monitoring (SHM) is a nondestructive evaluation strategy that uses 
data obtained by sensors to assess the condition of structures over time. In recent ad-
vancements of SHM, smart SHM systems that automatically make decisions and take 
actions based on the structural response have become popular [1]. However, the relia-
bility and accuracy of sensors in SHM systems may be compromised by sensor faults, 
caused by hardware malfunctions, battery exhaustion, or environmental impacts [2]. 
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A sensor fault can be defined as a defect of a sensor, leading to an error [3] that may 
result in failure of an SHM system. Failures are detectable in sensor data and vary ac-
cording to the type of sensor fault. In general, fault diagnosis (FD) includes the follow-
ing tasks [4]: 

 
i. Fault detection: Recognizing the adverse operation of the system, 

ii. Fault isolation: Specifying the exact location of the fault,  
iii. Fault identification: Determining the type (or nature) of the fault, and 
iv. Fault accommodation: Compensating for the effects of the fault. 

 
Fault diagnosis in SHM systems has been a topic of ongoing research for more than 

40 years [5]. FD approaches usually build upon either physical redundancy or analytical 
redundancy. Physical redundancy approaches base fault detection on the comparison 
between sensor data collected by SHM systems and readings of “redundant” sensors 
collocated with the sensors of SHM systems. In analytical redundancy approaches, vir-
tual sensor data is calculated based on inherent correlations of structural response data 
obtained from different sensors on the structure [6]. For effectively mapping these cor-
relations, the full length of sets of sensor data is utilized, only part of which is normally 
used for SHM-related objectives, the rest being characterized as “redundant”. As a re-
sult, FD relies on residuals between virtual and actual sensor data, which is typically 
structural response data [7]. 

Theoretically, if the structural properties are known, physics-based models can be 
used for calculating virtual data. However, creating physics-based models for real struc-
tures is largely based on assumptions on structural properties which are likely to intro-
duce epistemic uncertainty to virtual data and compromise the FD approach. In lieu of 
physics-based models, data-driven models, based on machine learning (ML) tech-
niques, have become popular for FD in recent years. Because of the ability to recognize 
and classify patterns in large data sets, ML techniques are of increasing interest in 
SHM-related research. Machine learning helps SHM systems to adapt to new circum-
stances (e.g., changes in environmental conditions) by processing and analyzing data, 
extrapolating patterns, and making predictions [8]. 

Several data-driven ML techniques have been applied to FD problems [9]. Artificial 
neural networks as ML regression algorithms, for example, have been widely used for 
fault detection, fault isolation, and fault accommodation in different engineering fields, 
e.g., in wind turbine structures [10], aircraft engines [11], fossil-fuel power plants [12], 
flight control systems [13], unmanned airborne vehicles [14], and robotic systems [15]. 
Feedforward neural networks also have been employed for fault accommodation [16]. 
Furthermore, a decentralized approach towards fault detection and fault isolation in 
wireless SHM systems using artificial neural networks for predicting virtual data in the 
time domain has been presented [7]. The aforementioned approach has been extended 
to the frequency domain, i.e., using correlations between the Fourier amplitude of peaks 
at resonant frequencies [3]. Various topologies of artificial neural networks for detect-
ing process failures, including sensor faults, have been tested in [17]. Furthermore, a 
distributed recurrent artificial neural network (ANN) has been employed for sensor 
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fault detection [18], while some researchers have applied (bidirectional) recurrent neu-
ral networks accounting for both the spatial and the temporal correlation among sensor 
data [19]. Apart from artificial neural networks, other ML techniques have been applied 
for FD in SHM. For example, support vector regression has been used for fault detec-
tion and isolation [20], and support vector machines based on chaos particle swarm 
optimization have been proposed for FD in SHM systems [21]. Finally, fault identifi-
cation also has been studied by applying support vector machines [22].  

Most FD approaches focus on detecting, isolating, and accommodating sensor faults 
in SHM systems. However, identifying (i.e. classifying) fault types is essential in FD, 
as fault types, in general, are related to the origin of faults in SHM systems. For fast 
maintenance, fault types should be automatically identified by FD approaches, indicat-
ing possible reasons for malfunctions in SHM systems. Furthermore, most FD ap-
proaches proposed so far have been developed only for one type of sensor data, mostly 
accelerations, which significantly limits the applicability of FD approaches.  

To provide a general FD approach, including sensor fault identification, this chapter 
presents a generalization and extension of the work proposed in [3], representing a 
novel approach towards autonomous FD based on analytical redundancy. For fault de-
tection and fault isolation, a ML regression algorithm is used for predicting virtual sen-
sor data of each sensor, based on correlations with data from neighboring sensors, 
which is used as input data to the ML regression algorithm. Then, the virtual data is 
compared to the actual sensor data, and if the deviation between the virtual and the 
actual sensor data is greater than a pre-defined threshold, a sensor alert is triggered, and 
fault identification and fault accommodation are initiated. Fault accommodation is per-
formed using the virtual data of the faulty sensors calculated by the ML regression 
algorithm. For fault identification, patterns in sensor data representing sensor fault 
types are used, which in this approach are exposed by a wavelet transform. For auton-
omous fault identification, patterns of wavelet-transformed sensor data are used as in-
put to a ML classification algorithm, classifying the sensor fault types. For validation, 
an ANN as ML regression algorithm and a convolutional neural network (CNN) as an 
ML classification algorithm are applied. Validation of the approach is performed by 
showcasing the ability of the FD approach to work with real-world data recorded by an 
SHM system in operation on a railway bridge.  

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: First, the background of fault 
identification through signal processing and ML techniques is illuminated. Subse-
quently, the methodology and implementation of the FD approach proposed is de-
scribed, and validation tests are performed. Finally, the results of the FD approach are 
discussed, and an outlook on potential future work is provided. 

2 Fault identification through signal processing and machine 
learning 

In SHM systems, generally, seven basic sensor fault types occur, which are depicted in 
Figure 1 together with formal descriptions as functions of time. Bias is a deviation by 
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a constant value between sensor data and actual structural response. Drift is the incre-
menting deviation between sensor data and actual structural response over time. In the 
case of a gain, sensor data is scaled by a constant value, while in precision degradation, 
sensor data is contaminated with white noise. For a complete failure, sensor data consist 
of a constant value or noise regardless of changes in the actual structural response. Out-
liers are isolated, non-continuous changes (“dropouts”) of the signal at individual points 
in time, with signals returning to their real values after each single dropout. 
 

 

Fig. 1. Basic sensor fault types in SHM systems. 

If fault types are identified, conclusions on potential faults in SHM systems can be 
drawn. Table 1 presents an overview of studies available in literature analyzing reasons 
for the occurrence of individual sensor fault types in SHM systems focusing only on 
failure in the sensing mechanism and not on failures coming from synchronization 
faults. In addition to the causes in Table 1, it should be noted that the mechanism and 
recurrence frequency of individual sensor fault types are highly dependent on the phys-
ical design of the sensors as well as the environmental conditions. 
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Table 1. Sensor fault types and causes. 

Fault type Cause Source 

Bias 

- Degradation, corrosion, or breakage of junction  
- Incorrect calibration  
- Physical changes in the sensor system (e.g., temperature varia-

tions that lead to changes in the mechanical properties of sen-
sors)  

- Partial loss of connectivity of the sensor to the structure  
- A short-circuit (or degradation) in the lead wires  
- Changes in resistance due to surface stresses  

[23] 
[23] 
[23, 24] 
 
 
[25, 26]   
[27] 
[23] 

Complete 
failure  
(constant) 

- Loss of contact with the lead wires over time (e.g., due to fatigue 
or shock) 

- Battery failure 
- Sensitive core insulation resistance of sensor, drops or damage  

[23] 
 
[28] 
[26] 

Complete 
failure 
(noise) 

- Stray magnetic fields (particularly strong fields)  
- Weather conditions, external attacks, unstable wireless connec-

tion 

[23] 
[28] 
 

Drift 

- Inhomogeneous changes in composition of the material (e.g., 
due to long exposures to high temperatures or fatigue of the ma-
terial  

- Ageing of the sensor (node) 
- A short (or degradation) in the lead wires  
- Strain on resistive wire based on shock and vibration, chemical 

reactions of sensing materials, transmission issues (e.g., defor-
mation), weather changes (temperature, humidity) 

[27, 29, 30] 
[31] 
 
 
[27] 
[26, 28, 37] 
 
 

Gain 

- Debonding on the interface between sensor and surface  
- Unstable voltage supply or non-linearity of the sensor  
- Electrical and mechanical fatigue  
- Short (or degradation) in the lead wires  
- Cracking of the material of sensors due to fatigue or shock 

causes  
- Changes in the orientation of induced magnetic fields in the sen-

sors  

[23, 32] 
[26] 
[24] 
[27] 
[33] 
 
[23] 
 

Precision  
degradation 

- Stray magnetic fields (particularly strong fields)  
- Electrical noise through the power supply system  
- Seismic radiates from an outside source (e.g., airplane)  

[23] 
 
 

Outliers 

- Mechanisms such as heavy-tailed distributions or data that are 
coming from different kinds of distributions  

- Environmental variations (e.g., cold temperature influence) 
- Low battery supply, loose electrical contact, and sensor satura-

tions 

[34] 
 
[35] 
[36] 
 

 
Fault identification in sensors of SHM systems is a crucial step towards FD, as fault 

types may allow inferring causes of sensor faults in SHM systems. For autonomous 
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fault identification, ML provides promising classification algorithms. ML generally 
represents learning processes of computer systems, often described as the conversion 
of experience into expertise or knowledge [37]. ML algorithms may help analyze large 
amounts of data, recognize data patterns, and adapt to the patterns autonomously. Com-
pared to traditional algorithms (such as expert systems), ML algorithms offer two ad-
vantages, (i) ML algorithms work with previously unknown (i.e., new) data for which 
the system has not been trained, and (ii) ML algorithms can adapt to environmental 
conditions and resulting changes in the data.  

Theoretically, automatic identification of sensors faults can be performed by using 
ML classification algorithms with raw sensor data as input. However, because raw sen-
sor data typically contains noise and random components that may introduce aleatory 
uncertainty, patterns in the data indicative of sensor fault types (“fault patterns”) may 
remain undetected when applying ML classification algorithms to raw sensor data. 
Therefore, most ML classification algorithms use pre-processing techniques on raw 
sensor data to enhance fault patterns or, if not visible before, to unveil fault patterns 
existing in the sensor data. This pre-processing of raw sensor data is typically done 
using techniques of signal processing. 

The techniques employed for signal processing for analyzing one-dimensional time-
dependent signals (representing sets of sensor data) can be categorized into two groups, 
(i) time-domain techniques and (ii) frequency-domain techniques. The choice of tech-
nique depends on the signals and varies from problem to problem. For example, a com-
mon approach for analyzing signals with a dynamic frequency spectrum is the wavelet 
transform. In contrast to classical Fourier transform, wavelet transform has a high res-
olution in both the time domain and the frequency domain [38]. The wavelet transform 
uses a series of functions, the so-called wavelets, each with a different scale. Since 
wavelets are localized in time, the wavelet transform can extract coupled time-fre-
quency information from a signal. 

 
Definition 1. Let u, ψ ∈ L2(ℝ,ℝ). For b ∈ ℝ and a > 0, the wavelet transform of u 

with ψ is defined by 

 Lψu a,b  ≔ u t
1

√aℝ ψ
t - b

a
dt, (1) 

where a is a scale parameter, b is a spatial parameter, and ψ is the “mother” wavelet. 
Depending on the choice of ψ, wavelet transforms with different properties can be con-
structed. Figure 2 shows wavelet transforms of an artificial signal of the form  

 

  f t = sin πt + sin 2πt + sin 5πt, (2) 

representing a multicomponent periodic signal. The output of the wavelet transform of 
Equation (2) is exemplarily shown, forming a matrix of wavelet coefficients on differ-
ent scales. 

When transforming the fault types of Figure 1 through wavelets, all sensor fault 
types, except outliers, are recognizable because of unique patterns the fault types fol-
low. The reason outliers are not identified is that they correspond to point singularities 
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in a continuous signal, which are, in general, not detectable by standard integral trans-
forms. However, outliers can be easily detected and removed from the original signal 
by thresholding, and therefore, outlier identification is not critical to the complete FD 
approach. Thus, outliers will not be considered in this work. 
 

 

Fig. 2. Plots of wavelet transform of artificial signal (2) with different fault types injected into 
the signal. 

After pre-processing faulty sensor data, ML algorithms may be used to allow auto-
matic identification of sensor faults. To integrate fault identification into the overall FD 
process, built upon the wavelet transform, a generalized FD approach is proposed in 
the following section. 

3 Fault diagnosis based on signal processing and machine 
learning techniques 

This section presents the methodology for the autonomous FD using wavelet transform 
and machine learning. The methodology for autonomous FD presented in this chapter 
is realized via two ML algorithms, (i) a ML regression algorithm for fault detection, 
fault isolation and fault accommodation, and (ii) a ML classification algorithm for fault 
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identification. The ML problem for fault detection and isolation has already been intro-
duced in previous work [3] and is generalized herein. For training the ML regression 
algorithm, correlations among sensor data at non-faulty sensor operation are exploited. 
Correlations between sensor data may occur as a result of sensor placement on the 
structure and may be readily visible in the raw data or exposed through data-prepro-
cessing (e.g., for acceleration data through using the Fourier amplitudes of correlated 
sensor data in the frequency domain). Fault isolation is accomplished by designing a 
separate instance of the ML regression algorithm for each sensor. For the ML classifi-
cation algorithm of the FD approach, patterns indicative of faulty sensor data, as de-
scribed in the previous section, are used to automate the fault identification process. 
The algorithmic representation of the proposed approach combining the two ML algo-
rithms can be defined as follows: 

 
1. Use the sensor data fS1…k (t) of correlated sensors 1…k at non-faulty sensor op-

eration as input data for the ML regression algorithm of sensor i. 
2. For sensor i, approximate sensor data fSi (t) by the output of the ML regression 

algorithm in the form of virtual data f̂Si (t).  
3. Perform fault detection and fault isolation by calculating the coefficient of  

determination R2. 
a. If the coefficient of determination R2 between f̂Si (t) and fSi (t) is smaller than 

a pre-defined threshold b, trigger a sensor alert and initiate fault identifica-
tion and fault accommodation.  

i. Perform fault accommodation by replacing faulty sensor data fSi (t) 
with virtual data f̂Si (t). 

ii. Perform fault identification by calculating the wavelet  
transforms 𝐿 fSi(t)(a, b) and classify the results using the 
ML classification algorithm. 

b. If the coefficient of determination R2 between f̂Si (t) and fSi (t) is greater or 
equal to residual b, repeat steps 1-3. 

 
A conceptual implementation framework is presented in Figure 3. 
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Fig. 3. Implementation framework for the FD approach. 

4 Validation tests 

In this section, validation tests are performed to showcase the ability of the FD approach 
to diagnose sensor faults reliably and accurately on real-world data recorded by an 
SHM system in operation on a railway bridge. First, the ML algorithms used in the 
validation tests are briefly described. Next, the railway bridge is presented. Then, the 
data pre-processing and the determination of ML algorithms parameters are explained. 
Finally, the validation test results of the FD approach are shown and discussed. 

4.1 Description of the machine learning algorithms 

The validation tests are performed using an ANN as a ML regression algorithm and a 
CNN as a ML classification algorithm. In this subsection, the ANN and the CNN are 
briefly described, with emphasis on how each algorithm is applied to the respective FD 
tasks. 

 
Fault detection, fault isolation, and fault accommodation using artificial neural 
networks. The ANN employed for the validation tests of this study performs fault de-
tection, fault isolation and fault accommodation. The ANN concept is based on the 
function of biological neurons, which “fire” (become activated) upon receiving stimuli. 
Mathematically, the activation (i.e., output) of neuron M is described as follows [39] 
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where xi (components of some input vector x) represents the input data multiplied 
with weights wi. A bias value b is added to the input that is passed to activation function 
f, which, in turn, yields the neuron output. Typically, “sigmoid” functions (e.g., hyper-
bolic tangent) are used as activation functions. The overall ANN output is then obtained 
as a weighted combination of activations of individual neurons organized in layers, 
constituting an input layer, one (or more) hidden layer(s) and an output layer, see [39] 
for details. Further information on the concept of artificial neural networks for fault 
detection and fault isolation used in this study may be found in [3].  

Figure 4 shows the topology of an ANN for fault detection and isolation in sensor i. 
As mentioned above, to achieve fault isolation, one ANN model is created for each 
sensor. As for fault detection, the ANN model for sensor i goes through three phases, 
the training phase, the testing phase, and the application phase. In the training phase, a 
training dataset is formed in a SHM system state designated as “non-faulty”, compris-
ing both data of sensor i (target output) and corresponding (i.e., at the same time points) 
sensor data correlated with the data of sensor i (input data), collected from 1...k – usu-
ally neighboring – sensors of the SHM system. Since one ANN instance is created for 
each sensor, the output layer of the ANN contains one neuron that produces virtual data 
f̂Si (t), for sensor i. The ANN weights are defined based on the training data set, with 
training being considered complete once the deviation between the target output and 
the virtual data is below a predefined threshold. In the testing phase, a testing data set 
is formed and used in a similar way as in the training data set, albeit with new sensor 
data independent from the training data set. The purpose of the testing phase is to verify 
that the ANN has been properly trained in terms of weights defined. In contrast to [3], 
no signal characteristics applicable to specific types of sensor data are used as input 
data to the ANN; rather, sensor data is used directly with only rudimentary pre-pro-
cessing (e.g., scaling), thus making the approach applicable for different types of sensor 
data (e.g., strains and temperatures). The nonlinear relationship between the inputs and 
the output, drawing from the NN theory, is accounted for through use of at least one 
hidden layer. In the application phase, sensor data from sensors 1...k corresponding to 
an unknown SHM system state (i.e., faulty, or non-faulty) are fed to the ANN instance 
to produce virtual outputs f̂Si (t), and the existence of sensor faults is judged upon com-
paring virtual outputs with the actual sensor data of sensor i. 
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Fig. 4. ANN for FD of sensor i. 

The measurand for comparing the actual sensor data fSi (tj) and the virtual data f ̂Si (t) 
for all time steps tj in an observation period T is the coefficient of determination R2 
[40]. The coefficient of determination describes the part of the variation of a function f 
that can be mapped by an approximation function f ̂ and is given by:  
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where f ̄ denotes the mean value of f (tj) for tj ∈ T. Typically, values of R2 lie between 
0 and 1, with values close to 1 indicating a good approximation. Values less than zero 
are possible when the approximation function fits the data worse than the mean value 
of the data. A sensor fault detection alert is issued if the R2 value differs more than 
tolerance ε from the threshold already defined at the training phase. For differentiating 
between sensor faults and structural damage, the virtual data of ANN instances of sev-
eral sensors need to be analyzed collaboratively. Fault detection alerts issued by the 
majority of sensors may indicate structural damage. 

If a sensor fault alert is issued, fault identification and fault accommodation are ini-
tiated. In case of a faulty sensor, for fault accommodation, the faulty sensor data fSi (t) 
is replaced by the virtual data f ̂Si (t). 

 
Fault identification using convolutional neural networks. In what follows, autono-
mous fault identification is implemented through a CNN, representing the supervised 
ML classification algorithm in this study, for the sensor fault types presented in Sec-
tion 2. Convolutional neural networks represent a class of ML algorithms for classifi-
cation problems, commonly applied to image and pattern recognition [41]. In contrast 
to artificial neural networks, convolutional neural networks combine three characteris-
tics, making CNN algorithms suitable for classification: 
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 Local receptive fields, allowing the first layer to extract features from seg-
ments of the input data by means of filters. The subsequent layers combine the 
features extracted, detecting higher-order abstractions.  

 Shared weights, which derive from the idea that filters can be used across the 
entire input data to extract features irrespective of the section of the input data. 
The exact location of a feature is not important, as only its relative position to 
other features is relevant. Thus, by applying the weights of a filter to different 
sections of the input data, a feature map is generated. Input data of the same 
type may by roughly different but, if the relative position of the features is 
approximately the same, a CNN is capable of classifying the input data as be-
longing to the same type.  

 Subsampling, reducing the spatial resolution of a filter and the sensitivity of 
the output to variations, shifts, and noise. 

 
The concept of using a CNN for fault identification is presented in Figure 5. A CNN 

takes as input a signal x(u), which is here an image obtained after a wavelet transform 
of the faulty sensor data. Neuron values for xj for layer j are computed from values of 
the previous layer xj-1 by applying a linear operator Wj and a pointwise non-linearity 
rectifier ρ, see [42] for details: 

 
1j j jx ρW x   (5) 

The rectifier ρ(α) = max(α,0) for α ∈ ℝ, and the linear operator Wj are used in the 
current study. Details on the parameters of the CNN used in the validation tests are 
given below. With Equation 5, a higher abstraction of the wavelet transforms is ob-
tained (“abstracted wavelet transforms”), generalizing the main features of the different 
fault types, as indicated in Figure 5. The complete CNN is then obtained by constructing 
a cascade of several convolutions of Equation 5. Additionally, the abstracted wavelet 
transforms are flattened, generating a one-dimensional vector that is interpretable by 
the final output layer of the CNN. The output layer returns a percentage for every pos-
sible fault type, representing the probability of the abstracted wavelet transform to be-
long to each fault type. Thus, the CNN is able to classify the abstracted wavelet trans-
forms into each fault type, based on the highest percentage obtained from the activation 
function.  

The six fault types that, as previously mentioned, are considered in this study con-
stitute six classes for the ML classification. It is important to note that a seventh class 
for non-faulty data is not required, because non-faulty data is sieved out by the ANN 
on the fault detection step of the FD approach proposed in this paper. If the accuracy of 
the ANN in the FD process is not sufficient for application, the seventh class of “non-
faulty” data may be added to the CNN, for avoiding error accumulation. 
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Fig. 5. Fault identification using a CNN. 

4.2 Description of the structure used for validation 

The validation is performed using sensor data recorded by an SHM system installed on 
a reinforced concrete railway bridge that includes monitoring data of one year, collected 
as part of a previous research project [43]. The bridge is a double-track railway over-
pass. The bridge deck consists of ten spans each resting on four piers with circular 
cross-sections, which are monolithically connected to the deck. The piers are founded 
on bored piles, whose heads are connected with rigid beams (pile head beams), and the 
sensors of the SHM system are installed in the pile head beam. The dataset contains 
sensor data from one data acquisition unit of one pile head beam of the bridge compris-
ing 11 sensors, whose types and labels are listed in Table 2. The top view of the pile 
head beam and the sensor positions of sensor S1-S11 are illustrated in Figure 6. The 
dataset contains data from eight strain sensors and three temperature sensors from the 
year 2017, each data point being collected every 10 minutes, i.e.at a sampling frequency 
of 1.7 mHz, corresponding to n = 52,560 data points per sensor. The validation of the 
FD approach proposed is shown for faults artificially injected into the sensor data of 
strain gauge S1.  
 

 
Fig. 6. Top view of the pile head beam showing the positions of the selected measuring unit 

and sensors.  
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Table 2. Sensor type, measuring unit, and sensor label. 

Sensor type Measuring unit Label 

Strain gauges on steel reinforcement mV/V S1, S2, S3, S4 

Strain gauges on concrete mV/V S5, S6, S7, S8 

Temperature sensor °C S9, S10, S11 

4.3 Data preparation and determination of the machine learning algorithm 
parameters 

Prior to training the ANN, a correlation analysis, as shown in Figure 7, is performed to 
unveil correlations between sensor data, in particular between the temperature sensors 
and the strain gauges on the steel reinforcement. Not all sensor data in the data acqui-
sition unit is correlated. If sufficient training data is available, a lack of correlation in 
the training data between the input layer and the output layer does not degrade the pre-
cision of the ANN. However, when having limited training data, only correlated sensor 
data should be used.  
 

 

Fig. 7. Pearson correlation coefficients among sensors S1-S11. 

Before training, the sensor data serving as input to the ANN (i.e., sensor data from 
sensors S2-S11) is normalized, because the magnitude of the values of the sensor data 
is different from sensor to sensor due to the different types (e.g., temperature values are 
much higher than strain values). First, the ANN topology as well as the neuron activa-
tion functions are defined through trial-and-error, as listed in Table 3. The input layer 
of the NN consists of ten neurons, representing data points at time step tj for sensors 
S2-S11. The output layer of the ANN has one neuron, which yields virtual data at time 
step tj for sensor S1. The activation function selected for the input layer and the hidden 
layers is the rectified linear unit (ReLU). For the output layer, the linear activation func-
tion is used. Each ANN is trained in 15 “epochs” (complete training cycles using the 
entire training data set), with a “batch size” (number of data points propagated through 
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the ANN before updating the weights) of 32 and the “Adam” gradient-descent optimi-
zation algorithm for updating the weights [44]. 

For training the CNN for fault identification, sensor data from one year is split into 
one-day-sensor data sets (each containing 144 data points). Instances of each fault type, 
following the equations of the fault types from Section 2, are simulated and introduced 
(with variable magnitude) in the middle of the signal and transformed through wavelet 
transform as presented in Section 2. In this work, the classical Mexican hat wavelet, 
which is the second derivative of a Gaussian function, has been used: 
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2
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3
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ψ t e
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π σ
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setting parameter σ = 40. Exemplarily, a one-day sensor data set used for training the 
CNN is presented in Figure 8a. The strain curve of the one-day-sensor data set exhibits 
fluctuations due to the changes in ambient temperature.  

In total, a number of n = 5,000 training images per fault type are fed to the CNN. 
Each input for the CNN in the training process is one 2D image of wavelet transformed 
one-day sensor data of faulty signals, as exemplarily shown in Figure 8b. The hyperpa-
rameters and properties of the CNN, selected through trial-and-error, are listed in Ta-
ble 3, namely the network topology (the number of neurons per layer) and the neuron 
behavior (the activation functions). The ReLU activation function is used for the input 
and intermediate layers, while for the output layer, the “softmax” activation function is 
selected. “Pool size” refers to the factor by which pooling layers reduce the feature 
map, and “strides” represent the frame size with which the filters of convolution layers 
“convolve” around their input. Finally, “dropout” is a probability value below which 
neurons of a layer are ignored (“dropped”). 

It should be noted that since the ANN is able to adapt to the condition of the moni-
tored structure, the ANN properties are case-specifically defined for the validation tests 
presented herein, i.e., the ANN properties depend on the characteristics of the moni-
tored structure and on the SHM system setup. The CNN, however, due to identifying 
artificial faults within a wide range of fault magnitudes, is measurement-independent. 
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Fig. 8. a) Example sensor data of sensor S1 and b) corresponding wavelet transforms. 

Table 3. Sensor type, measuring unit, and sensor label. 

 ANN CNN 

Input layer 10 neurons, ReLU activation  One image (39 x 144), ReLU activation 

Hidden layer 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Layer 1: 32 neurons, ReLU ac-
tivation 
Layer 2: 64 neurons, ReLU ac-
tivation 
Layer 3: 256 neurons, ReLU 
activation 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Layer 1 (Convolution): 16 filters, 5×5 
kernel size, ReLU activation  
Layer 2 (Pooling): 2×2 pool size, 1×1 
strides 
Layer 3 (Convolution): 32 filters, 3×3 
kernel size, ReLU activation  
Layer 4 (Pooling): 2×2 pool size, 2×2 
strides 
Layer 5 (Convolution): 256 filters, 5×5 
kernel size, ReLU activation 
Layer 6 (Pooling): 2×2 pool size, 2×2 
strides 
Layer 7 (Convolution): 64 filters, 3×3 
kernel size, ReLU activation 
Layer 8 (Pooling): 2×2 pool size, 2×2 
strides, dropout = 0.2 % 
Layer 9 (Flattening)  

Output layer 
 

One neuron, Linear activation 
 

Six neurons, Softmax activation, L2 
quadratic regularizer = 0.01 

Epochs 15 20 

Optimizer Adam optimizer Adam optimizer 

Batch size 32 32 
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4.4 Validation tests and results 

For the validation tests, the fault types previously mentioned (bias, drift, gain, precision 
degradation, and two complete failures) are simulated and injected into the sensor data 
of sensor S1. Faulty data is characterized by function f ̃defined by the faults compro-
mising non-faulty data f. Tests are performed by varying the magnitude of the faults 
and observing the change in the coefficient of determination. The results of the ANN 
performance with increasing fault magnitudes are shown in Table 4. The ANN for sen-
sor S1 is trained with n = 20,000 data points as training data. In the testing phase, using 
a testing set of n = 2,000 data points, the high precision of the training is showcased 
through the coefficient of determination equal to R2 = 0.992. The magnitude of sensor 
faults b is based on the mean value x̄ of the dataset to be tested. Since the training 
precision of the ANN is high, the threshold for indicating a fault is accordingly set high 
to R2 = 0.98. 

Table 4. Comparison results of the validation examples of the sensor faults. 

Fault type Fault param-
eter 

Comparison  
result R2 

Non-faulty f (t)  0.992 

Bias  
f ̃= f (t) + b 
 

b = 0.01 x̄ 

b = 0.02 x̄ 

b = 0.05 x̄ 

b = 0.10 x̄ 

0.856 
0.618 
0.085 

- 0.323 

Gain 
f ̃= b ∙ f (t)  
 

b = 1.01 x̄ 

b = 1.05 x̄ 

b = 1.10 x̄ 

0.851 
0.072 

- 0.333 

Drift 
f ̃= f (t) + b ∙ t 

b = 0.01 x̄ 

b = 0.02 x̄ 

b = 0.05 x̄ 

b = 0.10 x̄ 

0.938 
0.805 
0.404 
0.030 

Precision degradation (PD) 
f ̃= f (t) + w(t) 
 

σ2 = 0.02 

σ2 = 0.05 

σ2 = 0.1 

0.473 
0.125 
0.037 

Complete failure  
a. Noise f ̃= w(t) 
b. Constant f ̃= b 

 
σ2 = 0.1 
b = 0 x̄ 

 
- 1.066 
- 1.087 

 
Furthermore, tests have been performed to identify above which percentage of a faulty 
signal the ANN is capable of detecting faults. Here, three percentage levels of faulty 
data are considered, 1%, 3%, and 5%. For all fault types, except drift, it is possible to 
detect the fault within under 1% of faulty data. Since drift requires time to fully mani-
fest, detecting drift with 5% of faulty data is not possible. With 30% of faulty data in 
the sensor data, a drift is detectable (marked with * in Table 5). 
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Table 5. Prediction results of the NN depending on percentage of faulty data. 

 1 % faulty data 
(*10%) 

3 % faulty data 
(*30%) 

5 % faulty data 
(*50%) 

Bias (b = 0.01) R2 = 0.625 R2 = 0.442 R2 = 0.383 
Drift (b = 0.1)* R2* = 0.973 R2* = 0.818 R2* = 0.608 
Gain (b = 1.1) R2 = 0.617 R2 = 0.434 R2 = 0.375 
PD (σ2 = 0.1)  R2 = 0.557 R2 = 0.321 R2 = 0.232 
Complete failure  
a. Noise (σ2 = 0.1) 
b. Constant (b = 0) 

 
R2 = - 0.036 
R2 = - 0.031 

 
R2 = - 0.063 
R2 = - 0.064 

 
R2 = - 0.088 
R2 = - 0.089 

 
For validating the CNN, a “confusion matrix” is calculated, as presented in Table 6. 
The confusion matrix presents the classification outputs of the CNN for the test data. 
The CNN classifies correctly most of the fault types, achieving an accuracy of 99.39%. 
Furthermore, Table 7 presents the evaluation of the CNN during testing. For each fault 
type, precision, recall, and F1-score are presented. Precision represents the ratio be-
tween correctly predicted fault types and the total predictions of the fault type. Recall 
represents the ratio between correctly predicted fault types and the actual total obser-
vations of the fault type. Finally, the F1-score represents the weighted average of pre-
cision and recall. For example, the bias fault has 394 correctly predicted fault types, 
eight incorrectly predicted fault types as drift, and one observation incorrectly classified 
as bias. Therefore, bias has a precision of 99.74%, a recall of 98.00%, and a F1-score 
of 98.86%. It can be observed that the evaluation of CNN gives results close to 100% 
in all scores, thus denoting reliable results. 

Table 6. Confusion matrix of the CNN. 

 Bias Gain Drift PD CF a. CF b. 
Bias 394 0 8 0 0 0 
Gain 0 383 0 0 0 0 
Drift 0 0 371 0 0 4 
PD 0 0 0 369 1 0 
CF a. 0 0 0 0 403 0 
CF b. 1 0 0 0 0 376 

Table 7. Evaluation of the CNN during testing. 

Fault type Precision [%] Recall [%] F1-score [%] 
Bias 99.74 98.00 98.86 
Drift 97.89 98.93 98.41 
Gain 100.00 100.00 100.00 
PD 100.00 99.73 99.86 
CF a. 99.75 100.00 99.87 
CF b. 98.94 99.73 99.33 
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5 Summary and conclusions 

Reliable operation of SHM systems is of increasing importance, as sensor faults may 
compromise the quality of monitoring. To ensure reliable operation of SHM systems, 
this chapter has proposed a novel approach towards autonomous FD using signal pro-
cessing and ML techniques.  

An ML regression algorithm has been proposed for fault detection and isolation that 
uses structural response data from correlated sensors of SHM systems as input and pre-
dicts virtual sensor data. In the case of discrepancies between virtual and actual sensor 
data, a sensor alert is issued, and fault identification and fault accommodation are ini-
tiated. Fault accommodation has been performed using the virtual sensor data of the 
ML regression algorithm, providing reliable results for the sensor failure duration. 
Through wavelet transform, as a signal processing technique, patterns indicative of sen-
sor faults have been analyzed. To identify the sensor fault types autonomously, an ML 
classification algorithm has been proposed that uses faulty sensor data, analyzed with 
wavelet transformation, as input and classifies the corresponding sensor fault type. Val-
idation tests of the FD approach have been conducted using an ANN as ML regression 
algorithm and a CNN as ML classification algorithm. The validation tests have been 
performed using a real-world data from a SHM system in operation on a railway bridge. 
The results have demonstrated the ability of the ANN to predict virtual sensor data, and 
the ability of the CNN to identify (classify) sensor faults correctly.  

In summary, the FD approach proposed in this chapter enables autonomous sensor 
FD in SHM systems by performing fault detection, fault isolation, fault identification, 
and fault accommodation, ensuring reliable operation of sensors in SHM systems. Fur-
ther research will focus on embedding the FD approach into sensor nodes of wireless 
SHM systems for decentralized FD. 
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